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Details of Visit:

Author: BigPoppa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 8 Nov 2014 19:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual apartment I visited several other times for MKE. I was in one of the smaller rooms so it was a
bit of a tight fit but that made it all the more cosy for the three of us.

The Lady:

I have been wanting to visit both these girls for a while and could never choose which one to try
first, so why not both together. :)

Gemma, beautiful brunette with lovely natural tits and a very tight body all over. Tasteful tattoo, soft
skin and she was wearing sexy glasses throughout which were a bit of a turn on. She was the first
girl I have had sex with wearing glasses during the sex.

Aylin, very beautiful blonde with also a beautiful body and face to match. I have to say they both as
lovely as each other, no wonder I had a hard time choosing which one. It was hard to which girl I
preferred, they could even be sisters, they were that similar and do lists on the website were
identical too. BTW, there was no FK which is written on the website but they both kissed sensually
and passionately throughout so was not much of a problem for me.

The Story:

After the introductions and the paper work out the way we all stripped off and they directed me to
lay on the bed as they climbed over me. They asked me if I would like the start with oral with or
without a condom. I said with so Alyin went to get some wet wipes.

While she was gone Gemma was on top of me lightly and very sensually caressing my body with
the tips of her nails up and down my body and then up and down my penis. I was soon hard as a
rock by the time Aylin returned to the room with the wipes.

The sterilised my penis before Gemma started performing some lovely OWO on me while Aylin
started to kiss me. Both girls said kissing but no tongues, although they both kissed very sensually
top and bottom lip and the tips of our tongues did touch occasionally. It was very nice to have one
girl sucking you and kissing the other. I was caressing Aylin's body during this time and had a view
of some very sexy tattoo on her lovely soft skin. I lightly rubbed my finger around her pussy and on
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her clit.

I then moved to kissing Aylin's neck up and down and then on to her lovely reactive nipples which
soon got hard. While kissing her neck I had a lovely view of Gemma working her magic on my cock.

I think Gemma wanted to put a condom on now for some sex, but I wanted them to swap positions
so I could kiss Gemma for a bit and have Aylin suck me off. They cleaned me up and swapped
positions.

Alyin's technique was just as good as Gemma and Gemma proceeded with some kissing too then
moved on to sucking my nipples for a while as I caressed her also lovely soft skin and also saw one
of her also tasteful tattoos. I returned the favour on sucking her nipples which were also lovely.

This continued for a while as I was kissing Gemma I felt Aylin putting a condom on me and
continued to suck me before asking how do you want sex first. I asked for Aylin on top. She
mounted me and inside I went in her tight pussy. Wonderful riding technique too and so tight. I was
in heaven.

I might have cum if she went on a bit longer but she asked if I wanted to change positions. I said
instead of change positions I'd like Gemma to ride me on top next. So a short gap as they changed
condom and I had the lovely Gemma on top of me riding me just as well. Her pussy felt just as tight
too, as I mentioned before, both had lovely tight bodies and were both beautiful.

I think she rode me for a further 5 minutes before I got up and said I wanted to fuck her from behind.
I stuck my dick in her tight pussy and slowly fucked her while Aylin sat on the bed next to me
masturbating herself, it was a real turn on and a few minutes later I came in doggy in Gemma. I
grabbed onto the condom and slowly pulled it out of Gemma with a grin on my face I still have now
several hours later. I bent over to give Gemma's butt cheek a kiss.

Perfect girls, very eager to please me and just under 5 minutes left on the clock, had a great time
with them and we chatted about a few things for the remainder of the time as we all got dressed.

I'd love to fuck them both separately and get to know them a bit more and perhaps taste their
pussies, now my I am in the same dilemma, who do I go with first. :)
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